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COLD OPEN INT. COUNCIL MEETING ROOM -- DAY 1 LAYNA is sitting on the couch, watching a TV show where a girl is laughing obnoxiously. BRIANNE, DYLAN, JEREMY and TRACY are present. BRIANNE This girl needs to shut up LAYNA Tell me about it! I wish she would stop cachinnating. BRIANNE Say what now? LAYNA It means to uncontrollably laugh loudly. TRACY Actually, cachinating isn’t a word. At least not in English. LAYNA Actually, it is. You can look it up in the dictionary. TRACY Are you sure it’s not in the urban dictionary? A line of "ooo’s" come from Brianne, Jeremy and Dylan. LAYNA Okay, if it turns out I’m right, you have to apologize to everyone you’ve "actualied" in this council. TRACY What do mean ’actualied"? BRIANNE Oh you know. When you eavesdrop on our conversations just to point out mistakes and sayLAYNA, & BRIANNE (Imitating TRACY) "Actually..."



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



2.



TRACY I was trying to help you. Jeremy scoffs. TRACY Okay fine. If I win you have to shave your head. LAYNA Fine with me. Tracy and Layna shake hands. INT. UPSTAIRS COUNCIL ROOM-- CONTINUOUS D1 Layna and Tracy are looking through the dictionary. Tracy’s face falls after reading something in the dictionary. Layna holds up the dictionary to the camera, pointing out the word "cachinnate". Layna throws her hands up in victory. LAYNA Yeah! INT. UPSTAIRS MEETING ROOM-- CONTINUOUS D1 Matthew is leaning on the table looking at Tracy MATTHEW Come again? TRACY (Through gritted teeth) I’m sorry. MATTHEW Sorry for what specifically? You’ve done a lot. TRACY (sarcastically) I am sorry that I may or may not have "actualied" you in the past. MATTHEW Okay, I forgive you, just give me hug and we’ll settle it.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



3.



TRACY No. MATTHEW C’mon hug it out. TRACY Absolutely not. Matthew embraces Tracy against her will. MATTHEW Bring it in. TRACY (whispers in Matthew’s ear) I will destroy you. Matthew tightens the hug and smiles at the camera. END OF COLD OPEN FADE IN: Camera views PRINCIPAL TANLY’s meeting with JANINE and SARAH from the glass window outside her office. JANINE This is so unfair Principal T. We don’t have enough food, music or decorations. What do you expect us to do? SARAH Yeah Principal T, I totally can’t do this kind of stress. My facialist, CCC, says that stress isn’t good for my skin. SARAH AND JANINE TALKING HEAD SARAH CCC, Cau Cin Cau, is my Asian Facialist. She’s the best in the business. She’s worked with so many A-List celebs like, Kimora Lee, Julia Chen, Maggie Q, and- What’s her face again? JANINE Lucy Liu.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



4.



SARAH Yeah, that’s her face. INT. PRINCIPAL TANLY’S OFFICE PRINCIPAL TANLY Listen girls, I know that things are tough, but I cannot replace the money lost. You girls already have everything you need. I’m not giving you $500 to waste on your overly extravagant plans. I mean girls really? You want us to fly in specially made sushi? This isn’t a gala. JANINE Our students deserve that sushi. And if you don’t believe that, then I don’t know what I am doing here. SARAH Janine... Janine holds up her hand to silence Sarah. JANINE No! We didn’t plan an entire homecoming just to be shot down at the last minute. You’re gonna have to find yourself a new committee because we are O(BEAT) -Ver. Janine storms out of the room with Sarah trailing behind her. PRINCIPAL TANLY AND SECRETARY TERRY TALKING HEAD Principal Tanly has her head in her hands but then looks up at the camera. Terry sits next to her looking very concerned. PRINCIPAL TANLY I feel like Bruce Willis in The Sixth Sense.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



5.



SECRETARY TERRY He was dead the whole time. PRINCIPAL TANLY I know. INT. PRINCIPAL TANLY’S OFFICE SFX: Knock on door SECRETARY TERRY (giggles) Principal Tanly, these two were caught spying on the girls locker room. DYLAN In my defense, Lacey Anne was definitely leading me on. Principal Tanly rolls her eyes. JANE THE SECRETARY (giggles) Have a seat boys. PRINCIPAL TANLY Thank you Terry. SECRETARY TERRY That’s Secretary. Secretary Terry leaves the room in a fit of giggles. Jeremy sits down but Dylan remains standing, arms crossed. PRINCIPAL TANLY Dylan I expected this from, but not you Jeremy. JEREMY (sheepishly) I don’t know what’s gotten into me. Jeremy eyes the camera.



6.



JEREMY TALKING HEAD JEREMY(V.O) I know exactly what’s gotten into me. Ever since Dylan got kicked out of the "dudehood" he’s become really clingy. INSERT: Dylan smoking a cigarette than throwing it into a bonfire. Dylan jumps around the fire and eggs Jeremy to do it with him. Jeremy joins but gives the camera a distressed smile. He looks like he’s laughing but you can tell he’s crying. JEREMY He just wants a bro-- which I am of course! INT. PRINCIPAL TANLY’S OFFICE -- CONTINUOUS DAY 2 PRINCIPAL TANLY As much as I would love to talk about your "Peeping Tom" issues, I have bigger things on my plate. Thanks to the school budget and the mysterious disappearance of $500, we didn’t have enough money to satisfy my homecoming committee leaders. JEREMY Janine and Sarah? PRINCIPAL TANLY Yes, which means I’m going to need to put my best team on this. Dylan takes a seat across from PRINCIPAL TANLY. He begins to fiddle with the items on her desk. DYLAN By best team, do you mean your only team? As in us? TANLY Yes. I’m going to need you all to work together and put on a decent homecoming evening. Dylan looks up from the desk.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



7.



DYLAN Define decent. PRINCIPAL TANLY A homecoming that will make me reconsider suspending you for the locker room fiasco. JEREMY We’ll get started immediately. TANLY Please do. Dylan and Jeremy nod their heads and get up to leave. PRINCIPAL TANLY Oh, and make sure to tell Mr Bartram to come see me. Dylan makes a clicking noise with his mouth: "ok" PRINCIPAL TANLY TALKING HEAD PRINCIPAL TANLY A couple years ago, the committee planned a rodeo themed dance. 8 students ended up in the hospital after the mechanical bull went haywire. The year after that they tried to redeem themselves with a real bull. 23 students were severely injured. I expect there to be at least 9 casualties this time. Maybe more, nothing less. INT. COUNCIL MEETING ROOM -- DAY 2 Dylan and Jeremy enter the student council room to see that the the rest of the members are having a party. The council, including HUGH and MARVIN, surround the meeting table which is covered in half eaten cakes, shrimp, chips and a taco bar. Most of the food is finished. Dylan and Jeremy have confused looks on their faces. JEREMY What is going on? Why wasn’t I told there was food!



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



8.



Dylan walks over to the table, grabs a bag of chips and sits in a chair nonchalantly. HUGH Ah, young chubby idiot, we are having a celebratory party. JEREMY What are we celebrating? Jeremy takes a bite of a brownie offered to him by Brianne. BRIANNE The beginning of student council, duh. MATTHEW Where have you guys been? DYLAN We were checking out hot girls. Dylan winks at Jeremy, who smiles and nods but then gives the camera a sad look. JEREMY We we’re in Principal Tanly’s office. We had to wait a bit because she was in a meeting with Janine and Sarah. Margo jumps in her seat next to Dylan. MARGO What were they saying? Did they mention mention me?! Everyone turns to her suspiciously. MARGO Is it a crime to ask? DYLAN Two "no"’s there. Margo relaxes.



9.



MARGO TALKING HEAD MARGO After I found out Justin cheated on me with Janine, I decided to get revenge. INSERT: Footage of Margo in the school at night, destroying Justin’s jersey. MARGO(V.O) It’s just green tea powder in the lipstick, she’s allergic to it. INSERT: Margo adding weird powder to Janine’s foundation and lipstick. MARGO It won’t kill her. It’ll just make her face and lips swell up. (Laughs slightly) (beat) The only problem is, I think I left one of my brushes in her bag. Margo holds up one of her brushes to show it has her initials written on it. INT. COUNCIL MEETING ROOM -- DAY 2 TRACY So what were they complaining about this time? JEREMY They’re refusing to plan the homecoming dance this year because Principal Tanly won’t replace the money they lost for funding. LAYNA (Mouth of chocolate mousse) How much did they lose? DYLAN $500- is that chocolate mousse? LAYNA Holy that’s a lot of moley! Also, yes.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



10. TRACY So now what, we don’t have a homecoming dance? Not that I care, I wasn’t going anyways. MARGO That’s because you were born with a pancake-face. You should try collagen. I’d refer you to my old facialist, CCC, but she dropped me after she found out I lied about being related to Brenda Song. Wait-



Margo’s eyes light up and she immediately begins typing on her phone. Min is typing furiously. TRACY Why are you writing this down? This isn’t a real meeting. MATTHEW Actually, yes it is. And so what about the dance? Tracy glares at Matthew. JEREMY That’s the thing, they quit. HUGH What do you mean they quit? Wait. Freeze. I need the bathroom. Don’t say a word till I get back. Hugh exits the room. Marvin who was in the process of bitting off a piece of jerky, freezes. JEREMY Anyways, as of now, we don’t have a homecoming dance. And because we’re the student council, Tanly put us in charge of putting it all together. There is a line of “what’s’ from everyone, except MIN. JOSE says “what” in Portuguese and MARVIN struggles to say his “what” through his teeth, a moment late. MATTHEW So what, do we just pick up where they left or, do we just start out from scratch. (CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



11.



JANINE Scratch. Reveal: Janine and Sarah in the doorway. Marvin is still frozen, and the girls struggle to get past him. JANINE Which one of you idiots are president? MATTHEW That would be me. JANINE I hear you guys are trying to replace us. Good luck doing that with no money. Margo steps in front of Matthew . MARGO Let me handle this Matthew, I speak bitch. JANINE Relax, I just came over to give you some advice. MATTHEW Considering you’re the person who just lost $500, you’re underneath Yahoo Answers on my "Ask For Advice" list. JANINE Alright, you think it’s easy? Let’s bet then. If you guys fail, the school gets to call for a re-election. DYLAN Define fail. Janine ignores him. MARGO Okay, and if we win, you guys have to post your post-nose job pictures on Facebook. JANINE Deal!



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



12. SARAH What?!



Margo and Matthew shake hands even though Janie’s hand is outstretched. They realize they’re mistake and Matthew quickly shakes Janine’s hand. Sarah is hyperventilating. Janine pulls Sarah aside. JANINE Relax, remember CCC’s words. Janine and Sarah walk towards the door. Janine stops at the mirror and notices her lipstick has faded. She applies more, the same one Margo messed with. Margo gives the camera a knowing smile. The girls leave the room. Everyone is quiet until Dylan speaks DYLAN You guys realize we’re screwed right? Everyone nods and says "yeah". Hugh comes back from the bathroom. Marvin is still frozen. HUGH Unfreeze. Marvin resumes chewing. ACT 2 INT. COUNCIL MEETING ROOM -- DAY 2 The council is still around the table, eating all the extravagant food. HUGH Okay, okay. Hugh is pacing back and forth. HUGH We need a game plan people. A game plan! LAYNA Hugh, stop pacing. Relax, have macaroon. Go to your happy place.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



13.



MATTHEW Brianne, how were we able to afford all this food? Naina is playing with Matthew’s hair. BRIANNE I’m just really good at budgeting. Matthew swats Naina’s hand away and she motions to hit him. He cowers back. TRACY You failed the math exam with 34%. Naina goes back to playing with Matthew’s hair. BRIANNE Okay, it was between studying or watching the season finale of Keeping Up With the Kardashians. I chose wisely. JEREMY Good call. MATTHEW So how did we really afford all this? BRIANNE Do you really want to know? JOSE (In Spanish) Not really. TRACY Did you commit fraud, because I will report you. BRIANNE No! At least I don’t think so... NAINA Just spit it out! Naina slams her fist on the table. Matthew jumps in his seat. BRIANNE Fine! I looked at the charts of which club had the biggest budget (MORE) (CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



14. BRIANNE (cont’d) aside from us, and I just deducted a bit. MATTHEW How much?



Matthew swats Naina’s hands away BRIANNE I don’t know, around $450. DYLAN Damn. MATTHEW How much did they have before? BRIANNE Well, Principal Tanly didn’t finalize the budget so I just looked at the one from last year which was $1000. NAINA Which club? BRIANNE I don’t know, some club named Tuh-k. TRACY T.U.H.C, as in The Ultimate Homecoming Committee?!! BRIANNE Maybe? Yes. I guess so. I didn’t know what it stood for. TRACY You idiot! That means we have...oh okay that’s fine we have still $500. NAINA No we don’t. We have fifty. She looked at last year’s budget. HUGH So let me get this straight,because Brianne kept up with the Kardashians, we have $50 to pay for food, entertainment, and decorations for the dance which is(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



15.



MATTHEW Tonight. Everyone is speechless, except.. DYLAN So you guys realize we’re screwed right? HUGH No! We. Are. Not. We can do this. Marvin and I will use the $50 on food, you guys will steal some decor and get the show choir to perform. We can do this guys! Let’s move! JEREMY Wait a second Hugh, Principal Tanly said she needed to see you. HUGH Okay okay. Marvin, you go with Matthew, and Dylan to go buy the food. Layna, Margo, Tracy and Brianne, you handle the decorations. Jose, Min, and Jeremy, you handle the entertainment. Naina, you come with me. NAINA Why me? I want to stay with Matty. Matthew looks at the camera wide eyed. HUGH Because Tanly hates Marvin and Matthew hates you. Also it’s your job as an adviser. Now let’s move out team! Go go go go! The council is shuffled out of the room by Hugh. EXT. SCHOOL PARKING LOT-- DAY 2 Marvin walks Dylan and Matthew to his car. He has a neon pink pick up truck with the logo of his sardine business; a sardine being caught by a vicious fisherman.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



16.



DYLAN What the hell is that?! MARVIN A truck. Marvin chuckles and looks at the camera as if to say "Do you believe this guy?". He unlocks the car and walks towards it. MATTHEW I think the question he meant to ask is, "Why?" MARVIN I use this struck to make fresh sardine deliveries every morning. DYLAN Why is it pink? MARVIN Simple. I drew the picture, and my sister painted the car. Now get in, we’ve got to moove. SFX: Cow Beep Matthew and Dylan give the camera weary looks. INT. HALLWAY OUTSIDE PRINCIPAL TANLY’S OFFICE-- DAY 2 Naina and Hugh are walking down the hallway to Principal Tanly’s office. HUGH Okay, be cool, think cool, act cool. NAINA Word of advice, pep taking yourself out loud, isn’t "cool". Hugh stops walking and turns to Naina. HUGH How do I look? NAINA Like you’re late for your shift at Footlocker.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



17.



HUGH Perfect. That’s exactly what I was going for, except the “late” part, I am always on time. Hugh walks into Principal Tanly’s office. INT. PRINCIPAL TANLY’S OFFICE -- DAY 2 PRINCIPAL TANLY You’re late. INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY - DAY 2 Margo, Layna, Tracy, and Brianne are walking down the hallway MARGO How exactly does he expect us to just "steal" decorations. Where would we steal them from? BRIANNE The home-ec room, duh. TRACY Hey! You lost your right to "duh" anyone when you committed fraud. You’re a criminal. If I report you now, you’ll be a fugitive. BRIANNE Oh yeah, what makes you think I’d run homegirl? LAYNA C’mon guys, relax. Let’s just hurry up and get some streamers. TRACY Fine, but if she says "duh" again, I’m calling the police. Tracy stalks off ahead of them.



18.



INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY 2 -- DAY 2 Jeremy, Min and Jose are walking down a hallway, toward the show choir room. JEREMY Okay so, one of the two of you are going to have to talk to the show choir because I’m not on very good terms with them. Jeremy looks to Jose. JOSE (In Spanish) Don’t even think about it fat boy. Jeremy shakes his head and looks to Min on his other side. Min is just looking down, doodling on her hand. Jeremy sighs. JEREMY (sarcastically) Well this is gonna be great. JEREMY TALKING HEAD JEREMY At the beginning of the year, I was the show choir manager, which means I was the director, Ms Brook’s assistant. One time she was sick so she put me in charge of notifying all the members to meet at the bus terminal for Regionals at 2 instead of 4. I forgot to do that. I figured since I was gonna get kicked out either way, I might as well deserve it. So I did the worst thing I could think of. I joined glee.



19.



EXT. DOLLARAMA PARKING LOT -- DAY 2 Marvin, Matthew and Dylan are standing outside Dollarama. Marvin is looking up at the sign. MATTHEW So, should we go inMARVIN In a second. Marvin is asked a deep breath still staring fiercely at the sign MARVIN TALKING TO HEAD MARVIN Whenever I’m about to do something extremely important, I look that thing in the eye and say "You’re not that great. What makes you so important?". And then I conquer it. EXT. DOLLARAMA PARKING LOT -- CONTINUOUS DAY 2 Marvin is whispering and glaring at the store. Some of the employees see him through the glass. One very concerned woman picks up the store phone and speaks into it. Dylan is checking out a girl. Matthew imitates the way Dylan signals the girl. The girl laughs and walks away. Dylan hits Matthew’s arm. Marvin finishes. MARVIN Alright, let’s go. They go in. The concerned employ meets them at the entrance of the store. As the automatic doors close we see Marvin’s hands fly up in the air in exsasperation. MARVIN Oh for crying outoud!



20.



INT. PRINCIPAL TANLY’S OFFICE -- DAY 2 Naina and Hugh are sitting across from Principal Tanly. Hugh is staring at Principal Tanly. PRINCIPAL TANLY So, I’ve called you here today Mr Bartram becaHugh puts a finger to his mouth. HUGH Shhhh. You don’t have to make excuses in front of Naina. She already knows about us. PRINCIPAL TANLY Excuse me? HUGH And please, don’t call me Mr Bartram, call me Hugh. PRINCIPAL TANLY No. I will call you Mr. Bartram. HUGH I will only respond to Hugh. Hugh and Principal Tanly stare at each other intensely. Principal Tanly sighs. PRINCIPAL TANLY Hugh, HUGH Yes! Okay, yes. PRINCIPAL TANLY I assume you’ve heard about the resignation of my homecoming Committee members? Hugh nods his head along with Naina. PRINCIPAL TANLY (CONT’D) It so happens that our mascot was in a relationship with one of the leading members so as expected he quit as well.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



21. HUGH Let me guess. You need someone talented, young, handsome, flexible, daringPRINCIPAL TANLY Yes, actually we do.



Hugh winks at Naina while Principal Tanly searches her drawer for something. Principal Tanly pulls out a sheet of paper a moment later. EATBPRINCIPAL TANLY Here are a list of applicants who will be auditioning for the part of Reggie. HUGH Oh, but I thoughtPRINCIPAL TANLY That’ll be all. HUGH (whispers to Naina) She’s just playing hard to get. Secretary Terry appears at the door just as Hugh and Naina rise ffrom their seats. HUGH Oh hello, Terry. SECRETARY TERRY (annoyed) That’s secretary. Hugh gives the camera a look and leaves the room along with Naina. INT. DOORWAY OF HOME EC CLASSROOM -- DAY 2 Layna knocks on the door of the room while Tracy, Margo and Brianne attempt to sneak in through the back door. LAYNA Hey Mrs. Turbina! MRS TURBINA (Russian accent) It’s Toour-bina.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



22.



LAYNA Ah right, silly me. MRS TURBINA How can I help you? LAYNA Oh I um.. Brianne drops something, making Mrs Turbina to almost turn around. Layna quickly grabs Mrs Turbina by the shoulders and gets on the floor. LAYNA Oh Mrs Turbina! You have to help me. MRS TURBINA Layna, what is wrong with you. Get off the floor. LAYNA It’s just that my, my, myLayna looks at Brianne through Mrs Turbina’s legs and gestures as if to say "What do I say?". Brianne makes a gesture as if to say "Anything!" LAYNA (fake sobs) I’m dying! MRS TURBINA What did you say? Layna get off of me now! Layna stands up and pretends to wipe tears. LAYNA I’m sorry I don’t know what came over me. I guess because I don’t have a mom to comfort me at home and since you just totally have that maternal vibe going on, I felt that we had some sort of bond. MRS TURBINA It’s interesting you say that because it is physically impossible for me to have kids. My (MORE) (CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



23.



MRS TURBINA (cont’d) gynecologist says it’s because I lost all my eggs in one menstruation cycle. Apparently all of them fell out in one go. There must have been more than a thousand so you can imagine how much blBrianne, Tracy and Margo run out from the room carrying supplies. LAYNA All better now. Bond broken. Mrs Turbina grimaces to herself as if remembering. INT. HALLWAY UNDERNEATH THE STAIRS Brianne and Margo are holding boxes. Layna comes jogging towards them. LAYNA So you got the stuff? MARGO What do you think? LAYNA I think yes! Margo rolls her eyes. INT. SHOW CHOIR ROOM Jeremy, Min and Jose walk into the doorway of the show choir room. JEREMY Hey guys! How’s my favorite musical club doing? The show choir members look livid. They throw their sheet music at Jeremy. Jeremy quickly turns around and hurries away, pushing Min and Jose forward, out the door. JEREMY Go, go go go. A sheet music stand lands in the doorway. Thrown by an angry member.



24. INT. MARVIN’S TRUCK Marvin, Dylan and Matthew are in the car, driving. Marvin receives a call on his Samsung Galaxy Note. MARVIN C’mon reach into my pocket and grab it. Matthew reaches into Marvin’s pocket, searching for his phone. DYLAN That’s what she said. MATTHEW Could you not do that right now? Matthew turns away to face Dylan DYLAN (Mouthes) Oh yeah. MARVIN Hurry up! That could be Dr. Phil returning my call! Matthew finally gets it out of his pocket. MARVIN Good, now answer and put it to my ear. Matthew answers the phone and holds it to Marvin’s ear. MARVIN (Talking on the phone) This is Marvin. Uh huh, yes, yes, yes , uh huh, okay, I’ll be there in a minute. Matthew removes the phone from Marvin’s ear. DYLAN Was that Hugh? MARVIN Yes it was. He says he needs us to cover for him because he is busy. We need to get there yesterday. Marvin attaches a siren to the top of his vehicle.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



25.



MARVIN Hold on tight boys. MATTHEW Whoa, Marv I’m pretty sure it’s against the law to impersonate a cop. MARVIN I AM THE LAW! INT. SCHOOL GYM 1-- DAY 2 Hugh and Naina are auditioning students to be the new mascot in the school gym. Get Ready For This plays. Montage of different auditions: A boy in Capri pants is doing a pelvic thrust. Sean is in a unitard performing a contemporary dance. A boy wearing all black stands in one spot only moving his hands. End of montage. A girl walks in, HUGH I’m sorry miss, I’m afraid we are using the gym at the moment. GIRL I know, I’m here for the audition. HUGH (laughs) (beat) Oh, you’re serious? I’m not sure if you know but Reggie is a boy and you, correct me if I’m wrong are a girl?



26. HUGH TALKING HEAD HUGH You can never be too careful these days. I once made the mistake of assuming a man was a woman at my gym. After that the he-she told everyone I was homophobe which is ridiculous! I love the Gays! In fact, I’m starting to think I love them too much... INT. SCHOOL GYM 1-- CONT’D DAY 2 HUGH Unfortunately you’re not on my list so I’m going to have to excuse yourself. The girl moves to the table and points to the list. GIRL No.. I am on the list-- Billie Steele. HUGH Oh, I thought Billie was a boy’s name. Oh, damn it not again! BILLIE It’s unisex. There are lots of girls with the name Billie. Like you know, Billie Jean. HUGH How dare you compare yourself to that whore. Billie looks alarmed and confused. NAINA Let’s just start the audition. Billie’s audition is phenominal! After she finishes: Naina applauds. Hugh glares at Billie. HUGH Thank you for coming. Please excuse yourself from the gym. Next!



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



27.



NAINA She’s the last person--which is perfect because you are our new Mascot! HUGH No he-she isn’t. NAINA Excuse us for one second. Feel free to get a drink. Billie exits. NAINA Are you kidding? She was amazing. HUGH I could have done better. NAINA What are you talking about. HUGH I will do better. I am the school mascot. HUGH TALKING HEAD HUGH When I say Billie perform, it reminded me of how great stupid Sammy Greene was. That jerk beat me out from being Reggie when i went here. This is my chance to prove that I should have been Reggie! Also, it’ll give me a chance to impress Tanly. For some reason, women find dancing attractive. God knows that’s the only reason Channing Tatum is still around. INT. COUNCIL LOUNGE -- DAY 2 Jeremy, Jose and Min are practicing for the dance. They are all playing random instruments while Jeremy is singing "I’ll Cover You" from the musical Rent.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



28. JEREMY ((Squeaky voice) ) Be my lover! I’ll cover you. ((Lower voice) ) Open your door, I’ll be your Tenant



JEREMY TALKING HEAD JEREMY We will be performing as the band at the homecoming this year. We’ll do a variety of songs, mostly from Rent and Chicago. INT. COUNCIL LOUNGE -- DAY 2 CONT’D JEREMY And then I ran into him with my knife, I ran into him ten times. Jeremy looks into the camera with "crazy eyes". Behind him , Min is circling Jose with a baton with a red ribbon attached to it. Jeremy turns around and sees them. JEREMY No! No, no, no! JEREMY TALKING HEAD JEREMY Unfortunately my bandmates are not very musically talented. Or coordinated. INT. SCHOOL GYM 2 -- DAY 2 Matthew, Dylan and Marvin enter the gym where Brianne, Tracy, Layna and Margo are decorating. DYLAN (sarcastically) Wow, you guy really out did yourselves. The gym is terribly decorated. There are a couple of banners on awkward areas of the walls. The stage has a large banner which is being covered with glitter by Brianne. (CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



29.



MARGO Shut up. MATTHEW What’s with the balloons? Some balloons are levitating in the air because they don’t have enough helium. MARGO We didn’t have enough helium thanks to Layna. LAYNA (high pitched voice) Sorry! Marvin places the bags of groceries on the food table. Tracy looks through the bag. TRACY Sardines? MARVIN You’re welcome. EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD -- NIGHT 1 Hugh is in the suit. He is doing a ridiculous dance while cheering for the opposite team. CLOSE UP: JUSTIN is playing with a ripped up jersey. HUGH TALKING HEAD Hugh is wheezing on the ground. Marvin is racing over to him with an inhaler. Marvin shoves the inhaler into Hugh’s mouth. And feeds him by pressing down on the inhaler six times. INT. HOMECOMING DANCE -- NIGHT 1 Students are entering the poorly decorated dance. Marvin is serving punch to some boys. A boy takes a sip and immediately spits out the punch.



(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED:



30.



BOY What is this? MARVIN Red bell pepper juice, April Fools punks. BOY It’s September! Marvin smirks at the camera. MARVIN Exactly. MARVIN TALKING TO HEAD MARVIN April Fools is a joke. Everyone is expecting to get pranked. It’s pathetic. That’s why I do all my pranking in the months people least expect. INSERT: Footage of Marvin pranking Hugh on Christmas: Marvin pops out from behind a bush in Hugh’s front yard in a scary frosty the snowman suit. On Independence Day, Marvin attaches a firework to Hugh’s leg. MARVIN TALKING TO HEAD MARVIN I find it to be extremely effective. INT. HOMECOMING DANCE -- NIGHT 1 Jeremy, Min and Jose are on stage. Jeremy is singing "Happy Days" when he is booed. Someone from the show choir throws a sheet music stand at him, knocking him off the stage. SHOW CHOIR BOY That’s what you get for joining Glee!



31. INT. HOMECOMING DANCE -- NIGHT 1 Janine and Sarah enter. Janine has a mask covering her mouth. Margo spots them and winks at the camera. Margo goes over to Dylan. MARGO I heard that Janine broke up with Justin. DYLAN So? MARGO She’s taking it really hard. Her self esteem definitely took a huge blow. DYLAN My kind of woman. MARGO You should go over there and just kiss her. DYLAN So I can share a cell with Bill Cosby? No thanks. MARGO C’mon, she’s wearing that mask so guys wouldn’t approach her. Show her you’re bigger than that. Go over there and kiss her. DYLAN I don’t know.. MARGO What Russell Peters would say? MARGO & DYLAN (Russel Peter impression) Be a man, do the right thing. Dylan strides over to Janine. He rips off her mask, revealing her swollen, purple lips, and kisses her. Dylan immediately pulls back in horror and screams. An embarrassed Janine drops her purse and runs out of the room, along with Sarah. Margo runs to the purse and removes her brush from Janine’s bag.



32.



Dylan pukes in the punch. Marvin mixes it. INT. HOMECOMING DANCE -- NIGHT 1 Jose is singing a slow Spanish song. Students are slow dancing. Principal Tanly walks over to Hugh who is slouching on a bench. PRINCIPAL TANLY I’m impressed Mr Bartram. Principal Tanly sits next to Hugh. PRINCIPAL TANLY I thought this was going to be a disaster and I’m glad to say I was wrong. Thank you. HUGH You don’t need to thank me for doing my job. PRINCIPAL TANLY I know, but I want to (Beat) I especially liked the new mascot. He was extremely entertaining. Hugh laughs. PRINCIPAL TANLY Have a good night, Hugh. Hugh smiles at the camera. HUGH TALKING HEAD HUGH Women love dancers. TAG:



33.



INT. CCC’S SALON Janine and Sarah rush into CCC’S Salon. Janine is wearing a half mask. SARAH Cau Cin Cau! We have an emergency! CAU CIN CAU (Thick Chinese accent) You get out. SARAH Why? CAU CIN CAU (Thick Chinese accent) You lie about being Psy’s sister-in-law, get out now! SARAH But, Cau Cin Cau, look at her! Sarah rips off Janine’s mask, revealing her swollen purple lips. CCC is shocked but regains her compusure. She grabs a broom and shoes them out with it. CAU CIN CAU No Asian, no facial! MARGO TALKING HEAD Margo shows the camera her text to CCC, exposing Janine and Sarah. The time sent shows that she wrote it earlier, when speaking to Tracy about CCC. END OF SHOW
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